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the arkaos control panel is designed to give you complete control of the arkaos system. it includes a wide variety of tools such as full screen video preview, video
blending, genlock, bitrate, brightness, contrast, etc. it also includes a full-featured video mixer allowing you to control multiple video sources and outputs, as well
as video and pixel lights. you can also control and integrate third party video sources such as vfds, lcds, and video sources such as dvd players, camcorders, and
digital video files. the arkaos control panel is easy to use and is specifically designed to be intuitive for control of your arkaos system. it includes a wide variety of

tools such as full screen video preview, video blending, genlock, bitrate, brightness, contrast, etc. it also includes a full-featured video mixer allowing you to
control multiple video sources and outputs, as well as video and pixel lights. you can also control and integrate third party video sources such as vfds, lcds, and

video sources such as dvd players, camcorders, and digital video files. based on arkaos state of the art technology, mediamasters multi-threaded engine delivers
blistering performance. mediamasters comes with improved frame blending support allowing extremely smooth video playback even at slow speeds and

software genlock making it possible to play several hd movies at up to 60 fps without dropping a single frame. mediamasters also includes a powerful video
mixer allowing you to easily control multiple video sources and outputs, as well as video and pixel lights. as mediamasters works with any video input source, it is
easy to connect your video sources to an hdmi capture card, tv tuner, dvd player, camcorder, etc., and to then link it to an arkaos control surface through a dmx

or hdmi-cec interface.
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